3rd Training “Soft Skills”

Teamwork & Critical Thinking

Five Tricks – TC
Tell students this is a game about leadership and teamwork.
6 sets of instructions & one pack of cards for each table (4 players per table = 24 players max in
this version). Playing packs consist of Ace through to 6 (24 cards – no royals) – if there are any
groups of three players, reduce to 16 cards removing the 5 and 6 respectively. Do song and
dance about this in front of class to reinforce that all rules are the same, with this one
exception.
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Note that there is a (deliberate) typo in Winning tricks:
“When all four cards have been played, the highest card wins the trick. The person who played
this card gathers up the trick and places it face DOWN in front of him or her.”

This should again subliminally reinforce the idea that everyone has the same rules. Now you can
run the game ( PPT). Seating arrangement for 13 students (use rule sets 2, 3, 4 & 5):
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Stage 1: Ss read the rules together and play some practice hands. At this time they can talk to
one another. While students play the practice hands they should be able to see the vocab slide.
(10 mins)
Stage 2: impose gag order. Let the tournament begin. Stop after 5 minutes. Have winner on
each table move up and loser move down a table.
Stage 3: second run of tournament play. Ensure no verbal communication takes place as chaos
starts to reign. Play for 5 minutes, then declare winners and losers, move players for a final
round.
Stage 4: third and final run through – 5 minutes. The close the game and move onto debrief.
Stage 5: debrief with students. Explain that each table essentially had its own little culture. Use
reflection activities in Thiagarajan, S. (2006). Barnga: a simulation game on cultural clashes.
Boston: Intercultural Press, pp. 17 – 22. These pages have been copied 1:1 below.
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FIVE TRICKS
Cards
Players

Only 24 cards are used – ace, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 in each suit (hearts,
diamonds, clubs, spades). Ace is the highest card.
Four. Each player plays for himself or herself.

Deal

The tallest person is the dealer. The dealer shuffles the cards and deals
them one at a time until each player has five cards. The remaining cards
are not used in the game. These are placed to the side, face down.

Start

The player to the left of the dealer starts by leading (playing) any card.
Other players take turns playing a card. The four cards played constitute a
trick.

Winning tricks

When all four cards have been played, the highest card wins the trick. The
person who played this card gathers up the trick and places it face in front
of him or her.

Play

The winner of the trick plays the first card for the next round.

Following suit

The first player for each round may lead with any suit. All other players
must follow suit (meaning they should play a card of the same suit as the
first player – hearts, diamonds, clubs or spades). If that is not possible,
then the player may play a card from any suit.

Trumps

In this game there are no trumps, so players must follow suit whenever
possible. If you do not have a card of the first suit played, then you must
play a card of any suit. You don’t win the trick, even with the highest card,
if you did not follow the suit of the first card played.

Continuation

The game ends when all five tricks have been played. Record the number
of tricks won by each person. Immediately begin the game with a new
dealer (the person to the left of the previous dealer).

Ending
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When time is called, complete the trick you are currently playing. Add up
the total number of tricks for each person to decide who has won.

FIVE TRICKS
Cards
Players

Only 24 cards are used – ace, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 in each suit (hearts,
diamonds, clubs, spades). Ace is the highest card.
Four. Each player plays for himself or herself.

Deal

The tallest person is the dealer. The dealer shuffles the cards and deals
them one at a time until each player has five cards. The remaining cards
are not used in the game. These are placed to the side, face down.

Start

The player to the left of the dealer starts by leading (playing) any card.
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trick.

Winning tricks

When all four cards have been played, the highest card wins the trick. The
person who played this card gathers up the trick and places it face in front
of him or her.

Play

Following suit

Trumps

The winner of the trick plays the first card for the next round.
The first player for each round may lead with any suit. All other players
must follow suit (meaning they should play a card of the same suit as the
first player – hearts, diamonds, clubs or spades). If that is not possible,
then the player may play a card from any suit.
In this game spades are trumps, which are only played if you cannot
follow suit or if a spade is led. If you do not have a card of the first suit
played and you play the highest spade, you win the trick. You win the
trick, even with a spade of a lower value, than the suit of the first card
played.

Continuation
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The game ends when all five tricks have been played. Record the number
of tricks won by each person. Immediately begin the game with a new
dealer (the person to the left of the previous dealer).

Ending

When time is called, complete the trick you are currently playing. Add up
the total number of tricks for each person to decide who has won.
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Continuation
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